
Data doesn’t lie - social media has become essential to business and golf is no exception.  
Gone are the days of relying on traditional media which blindly casts a wide net, making it 
nearly impossible to accurately calculate cost per conversion and ROI. Social media empowers 
businesses to maximize their advertising/PR through hyper-targeted messages delivered to the 
right people at the right time.

 “One-third of people say they prefer to get updates from brands via social media.”  
  – Aytm.com 

 “In 2011, business revenue from social media was $5 billion. In 2015 it increased to $31  
 billion, an increase of 500%.” – Booz Allen Hamilton 

	 “81%	of	people	say	their	purchase	decisions	are	influenced	by	social	media.”		 	
 – Forbes

But what is the “right way” to use social media for business? To help you navigate the widely 
connected world of social media, here are five important things to consider before posting:

1. Medium – Which Platform is the Best for Your Golf 
Course?
There are hundreds of social platforms that continually update with new capabilities and 
algorithms, with more being developed every day, adding to the complexities of choosing the 
right platform.  How do you know which is the right platform for your golf course? First, each 
platform lends itself to a specific type of message and audience; what works well on Facebook 
might not thrive on LinkedIn. Here’s a quick list of the platforms that offer the greatest 
potential impact:
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Facebook 

Facebook is one of the most powerful social media platforms, sheer size suggests the vast 
majority have an account. Facebook isn’t just about selling via the extremely powerful 
advertising platform.  Use it to give your audience a deeper look into the “social side” of your 
facility.  Facebook can help give your golf course facility a personality that connects with golfers 
and individuals interested in your brand.
• 1.59 billion users worldwide
• 73% of the U.S. adult population
• The most evenly distributed demographics of any platform
• 55 to 64 year olds are the most active users
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Post Regularly

Show The Country Club’s Personality 

Use Imagery

Engage with Golfers



Twitter

Twitter is a micro-blogging site. Messages can’t exceed 140 characters and should be 
conversational in tone; think of it like texting with your audience. Unlike Facebook, where you 
can see a message and respond later, Twitter demands instant responses. Utilizing hashtags 
can help focus the conversation and expand your reach and customer-service inquiries.

• The second most-recognized and fourth most-used platform
• 230 million active users per month
• Delivers 1 billion unique visitors to websites

LinkedIn 

This site is strictly business. Even before social media was a “thing,” social networking for 
business was important. Here you should act as a leader in your space, provide important 
industry updates, meet and talk with other industry or field professionals, and recruit great 
candidates to join your team.

• More than 414 million users worldwide, 107 million Americans
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Conversational Tone and 140 Characters

Use Hashtags #

Instant Responses



• Two new members join every second
• 40% of internet users with an annual income exceeding $75,000 use LinkedIn
• 79% of LinkedIn users are 35 or older, making it the “oldest” platform
• The three most popular sectors are high tech, finance and manufacturing

Instagram 

On Instagram, it’s all about the pictures.  Instagram makes everyone a “professional” 
photographer, so having a visually captivating image is essential. Simply put, your pictures need 
to make your golf course, country club or wedding facility look awesome. Because the platform 
doesn’t provide links within posts, the goal on Instagram is to enhance awareness.

• One of the fastest-growing platforms 
• More than 400 million active users per month
• Younger demographic, 18- to 29-year-olds
• User-engagement rate of 4.21% far exceeds Facebook and Twitter
• 40 million photos are shared on Instagram every day with 75% coming from outside the U.S.
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Posting Regularly

Younger Demographic

Engaged Audience

Captivating Images

Interesting Videos 

Fastest Growing Platform 

Field Professional

Corporate Work Environment

Industry Updates
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Pinterest 

Pinterest, like Instagram, is an image- driven site. Unlike Instagram, a landing page holds 
your content and houses directions or more information for golfers, brides and your specific 
audience group. The landing page uses images that highlight a major strengths and appeal of 
an item. The Pinterest audience is largely female and is most active within clothing, weddings, 
food, hair/make up and exercise categories.

• Third most popular social media platform
• 21% of all U.S. adults consult and “pin” to Pinterest
• Females represent 84% of all users

 

2. Reach – Paid and Organic
Paid

For a relatively small amount of money, paid social media advertising is the most effective tool 
for creating brand awareness. The capabilities are vast and, when applied effectively, can get 
the results you want (“conversions”) to help grow your golf club and building a community of 
raving fans.  Within these advertising platforms you can target re-marketed website traffic, a 
custom list of people from your CRM, friends of friends, people’s buying behaviors or interests, 

Female Followers

Image Driven Platform

Two-Way Communication Through 
“Pin” Board



and exact demographics. Once connected, your content will always appear in their feed; in 
other words, free advertising.

Organic 

Organic outreach targets those who already connected with your golf club. They know who 
you are on the surface; now show them what you are “really like,” by exposing them to who 
you are behind the scenes. Are you serious? Silly? Fun? A leader? What you show should be 
an extension of your facility’s voice. You should also engage your golf course or private club 
community, because, when you do, many will become be an advocate of your brand. Post 
something new every day, but make sure it resonates with your golfers or members. 
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Target Specific Audience

Send A Unique Message

Showcase the Brand

Display Behind the Scenes



3. Content – Crucial to your success
A few years ago, “Content is King” mentality permeated Social Media, but now, strategy boasts 
far higher than your content. Don’t get us wrong, content is still crucial to success; it needs to 
have the proper feel based on what medium you’re using, and what your audience will see and 
how they will be impacted by it. Here are a few tips: 

• Connect with golfers, members, brides, and outing coordinators on an emotional level; 
make them feel something! 

• Use high-resolution, eye-catching images. 
• Use video whenever possible, but make sure it doesn’t feel like an ad. People are quick to 

skip over ads 
• Be descriptive in as few words as possible; less is always more when people need to 

understand your message in a few seconds. 
• Write copy that engages people and entices them to click links to your website/landing 

page. 
• People don’t want to be sold, they want to learn the why and how.
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4. Track Everything – Every Transaction Leaves a 
Footprint
41% of companies don’t know if their social efforts are paying off. Using social analytics 
dashboards and Google Analytics, you can track interactions with your posts, total 
engagement, number of website visits from social media, and if they made a purchase. At 
Billy Casper Golf, we use supplemental call-tracking software to ensure that we are tracking 
all social media posts - successful postings as well as failures. By tracking metrics such as 

Shows emotion 

Eye catching image

Relevant copy 

Short copy  

Organic feel 

High Res Image 



5. Don’t Guess, Get Help – Get Help to Develop Deep 
Insights
Unsuccessful social marketing costs you time and money, or worse, it hurts your brand. By 
communicating the wrong content or targeting the wrong people you could see a loss in your 
community and, inevitably, in revenues. Partnering with an experienced marketing group that 
specializes in social media will help you increase ROI and better track your company’s social 
growth. Billy Casper Golf marketing specializes in all things golf, including golf-related social 
media. We have the right tactics and industry knowledge to make your results soar. When can 
we discuss your social growth? Contact Mike Cutler, Sr. Vice President for Billy Casper Golf, at 
mcutler@ billycaspergolf.com to learn more today.

Meet Our Marketing Buff
Corey Gartenhaus
Senior Digital Marketing Manager
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ROI - Return on Investment, CPC – Costs per Click, CTR – Click through Rate, Link Clicks, and 
engagement, you can develop reports that help identify key opportunities to make impactful 
business decisions.

3.27% - Click Through Rate  8,682 – Reach 

Blue Line – Clicks/Results   Green Line – Cost per Results (Similar to CPC)


